
Summary of the SYM-status meeting, Wednesday, November 07th in Aud. 10 

Agenda 

12.10  Travels and inviting guests to the Centre 
12.25  Five minutes presentation of new preprints by *Søren Eilers and **Markus Hausmann and ***Elden Elmanto. 
Abstracts/new preprints below.  
12.40 Others 
12.50  Short presentation by Jeppe Sand Christensen from IT Learning Center  

SUMMARY 

Inviting guests to the Centre – travels and insurance 

Short-term guests are as a rule hosted in one of the seminars (Monday Algebra/Topology Seminar, Operator Algebra 
Seminar, or Algebra/Number Theory Seminar).  You are welcome to suggest possible speakers to the seminar 
organizers, who will then take care of practical arrangements in connection with the visit. If you want to invite a 
guest outside one of the seminars, or for longer durations, please ask Jesper Grodal (Ryszard Nest before 
31/12/2019) about how to proceed. 

Here is some information about practical arrangements and reimbursement, relevant only for seminar organizers, or 
people otherwise authorized:  Please ask your guest to arrange their own travel, and please tell them to book the 
cheapest - but of course - also convenient travel solution. Do also remember to send your guest a link to the website 
where to find information on how to have the expenses reimbursed. Finally, you will have to fill in the invitation in 
the MBS (Math Booking System) with relevant information like name, dates, account, accommodation etc. By doing 
so the guest will appear on the website future guest and the administration will – if needed – book accommodation, 
find office space, prepare a key card and finally handle the reimbursement. NB! The per diem issue. Here the rules 
not the why:  Never promise your guest per diem. Instead of per diem your guest can have lunch/dinner expenses 
reimbursed. If so please inform your guest that the administration will ask for the original invoice from the 
restaurant. A MasterCard receipt will not work! For more information eg. the max amount to spend at the 
restaurant, please contact Julie.  Alternatively you can offer your guest a honorarium (max. DKK 750,-) which 
replaces per diem and reimbursement. A honorarium is only paid if your guest is invited to give a seminar. 

Travel & insurance 

PhD students have their own budget to finance travels, computer etc. For the PhD change of environment program 
please get more information here.   

For postdocs at the SYM-center it is preferred to invite guests to the center rather than travel when you collaborate 
with someone from outside KU; please see above.  If you travel for conferences etc, please ask your host if they can 
offer you financial support. If you cannot get the totality of your expenses covered, please write an email to Jesper 
Grodal (Ryszard Nest before 31/12/2019) about the proposed travel, including an approximate budget of the 
expenses. (You are welcome to make an informal inquiry, e.g., while walking back from lunch before doing this 
formal step.) Jesper Grodal will then reply to you with cc to sym-travel@math.ku.dk with an answer. After you 
return, you will need to fill in a travel reimbursement through RejsUd. If you are getting reimbursed through SYM 
funds the administration will then check the mailbox sym-travel@math.ku.dk to see if the claimed expenses match  
the approved outlined budget (give and take usual price fluctuations). For more information on RejsUd please 
contact Julie, and on how to book a ticket please contact Morten in the administration. 

For postdocs who do not belong to the SYM-Center and do not have funding of your own you can send a mail to the 
departments Travel Funding. 

To be covered by the travel insurance when staying abroad longer than 28 days you will have to fill out the 
supplement to employment contract for expatriation form.  

You can find more information and all the forms to fill out on the MATHnet (intra), Economy & Travel and please also 
Read more about travel insurance here…  

 



OTHERS 

Presentation of preprints at the SYM-Status Meeting 
When you upload your preprint to arXiv you need to write CPH-SYM-DNRF92 in the report number field. This will 
automatically make your preprint appear at the SYM preprint list. (Please also make sure that your preprint contains 
funding acknowledgement "Supported by the Danish National Research Foundation through the Centre for 
Symmetry and Deformation (DNRF92)"; as described at our internal page http://sym.math.ku.dk/about/internal/).  
You will then be asked to give a presentation at the following monthly SYM status meeting taking place the 1st 
Wednesday of each month. (Lone will then contact all people who uploaded preprints shortly before the meeting; if 
this doesn’t happen, for whatever reason, please contact Lone). 

IT-learning Center 
Jeppe Sand Christensen, E-learning Consultant, gave a short introduction to the IT-learning platform Absolon and 
other digital tools. If you are interested in hearing more about E-learning, Jeppe will be happy to set up a small 
workshop.  
Jeppe Sand: jsc@ science.ku.dk 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

NEW PREPRINTS and abstract: 

*Title: The extension problem for graph $C^*$-algebras 
Authors: Søren Eilers, James Gabe, Takeshi Katsura, Efren Ruiz, Mark Tomforde 
Categories: math.OA Operator Algebras 
Report number: CPH-SYM-DNRF92 
MSC: 46L55 

Abstract: We give a complete $K$-theoretical description of when an extension of two simple graph $C^{*}$-
algebras is again a graph $C^{*}$-algebra. 
 
Owner: Soren Eilers 

**Title: On the Balmer spectrum for compact Lie groups 
Authors: Tobias Barthel, J. P. C. Greenlees, Markus Hausmann 
Categories: math.AT Algebraic Topology 
Report number: CPH-SYM-DNRF92 

Abstract: We study the Balmer spectrum of the category of finite G-spectra for a compact Lie group G, extending the 
work for finite G by Strickland, Balmer-Sanders, Barthel-Hausmann-Naumann-Nikolaus-Noel-Stapleton and others. 
We give a description of the underlying set of the spectrum and show that the Balmer topology is completely 
determined by the inclusions between the prime ideals and the topology on the space of closed subgroups of G. 
Using this, we obtain a complete description of this topology for all abelian compact Lie groups and consequently a 
complete classification of thick tensor-ideals. For general compact Lie groups we obtain such a classification away 
from a finite set of primes p. 

Owner: Markus Hausmann 

***Title: Framed transfers and motivic fundamental classes 
Authors: Elden Elmanto, Marc Hoyois, Adeel A. Khan, Vladimir Sosnilo, Maria Yakerson 
 



Abstract: We relate the recognition principle for infinite P 1   -loop spaces to the theory of motivic fundamental 
classes of Déglise, Jin, and Khan.  
We first compare two kinds of transfers that are naturally defined on cohomology theories represented by motivic 
spectra: the framed transfers given by the recognition principle, which arise from Voevodsky's computation of the 

Nisnevish sheaf associated with A n /(A n −0)  , and the Gysin transfers defined via Verdier's deformation to the 
normal cone.  
We then introduce the category of finite E-correspondences for E a motivic ring spectrum, generalizing Voevodsky's 
category of finite correspondences and Calmès and Fasel's category of finite Milnor-Witt correspondences. Using the 
formalism of fundamental classes, we show that the natural functor from the category of framed correspondences 
to the category of E-module spectra factors through the category of finite E-correspondences.  

Owner: Elden Elmanto 

Title: The unital $\mathbf{Ext}$-groups and classification of $C^*$-algebras 
Authors: James Gabe, Efren Ruiz 
Categories: math.OA Operator Algebras 
Comments: 31 pages 
Report number: CPH-SYM-DNRF92 
MSC: 46L35 

Abstract: The semigroups of unital extensions of separable $C^\ast$-algebras come in two flavours: a strong and a 
weak version. By the unital $\mathrm{Ext}$-groups, we mean the groups of invertible elements in these semigroups. 
We use the unital $\mathrm{Ext}$-groups to obtain $K$-theoretic classification of both unital and non-unital 
extensions of $C^\ast$-algebras, and in particular we obtain a complete $K$-theoretic classification of full extensions 
of UCT Kirchberg algebras by stable AF algebras. 

Owner: Efren Ruiz 

Title: Weak $E_2$-Morita equivalences via quantization of the 1-shifted cotangent bundle 
Authors: Marton Hablicsek 
Categories: math.AG Algebraic Geometry (math.SG Symplectic Geometry) 
Report number: CPH-SYM-DNRF92 

Abstract: In this paper, we investigate the structure of the convergent quantization of the 1-shifted cotangent 
bundle $S$ of a smooth scheme $X$ over a perfect field of positive characteristic. The quantization is an $E_2$-
algebra over the Frobenius twist $S'$ of the 1-shifted cotangent bundle which restricted to the zero section 
$X'\rightarrow S'$ is weakly $E_2$-Morita equivalent to the structure sheaf $\mathscr O_{X'}$ of the Frobenius twist 
$X'$ of $X$. 

Explicitly, we show that the $(\infty,2)$-category of coherent (left-)modules over $\mathscr O_{X'}$ is equivalent to 
the full subcategory of the $(\infty,2)$-category of coherent category of (left-)modules over the quantization 
restricted to the zero section generated by $\mathscr O_X$ are equivalent. 

Owner: Marton Hablicsek 

Title: Constructing the determinant sphere using a Tate twist 
Authors: Tobias Barthel, Agnès Beaudry, Paul G. Goerss, Vesna Stojanoska 
Categories: math.AT Algebraic Topology 
Report number: CPH-SYM-DNRF92 
MSC: 55P42, 55P92, 55P91, 55Q51 



Abstract: Following an idea of Hopkins, we construct a model of the determinant sphere $S\langle det \rangle$ in 
the category of $K(n)$-local spectra. To do this, we build a spectrum which we call the Tate sphere $S(1)$. This is a 
$p$-complete sphere with a natural continuous action of $\mathbb{Z}_p^\times$. The Tate sphere inherits an action 
of $\mathbb{G}_n$ via the determinant and smashing Morava $E$-theory with $S(1)$ has the effect of twisting the 
action of $\mathbb{G}_n$. A large part of this paper consists of analyzing continuous $\mathbb{G}_n$-actions and 
their homotopy fixed points in the setup of Devinatz and Hopkins. 

Owner: Vesna Stojanoska 

Title: The homotopy type of the topological cobordism category 
Authors: Mauricio Gomez-Lopez, Alexander Kupers 
Categories: math.AT Algebraic Topology (math.GT Geometric Topology) 
Comments: 59 pages, 9 figures 
Report number: CPH-SYM-DNRF92 
MSC: 57N70, 58D05, 55R40 

Abstract: We define a cobordism category of topological manifolds and prove that if $d \neq 4$ its classifying space 
is weakly equivalent to $\Omega^{\infty -1} MTTop(d)$, where $MTTop(d)$ is the Thom spectrum of the inverse of 
the canonical bundle over $BTop(d)$. We also give versions with tangential structures and boundary. The proof uses 
smoothing theory and excision in the tangential structure to reduce the statement to the computation of the 
homotopy type of smooth cobordism categories due to Galatius-Madsen-Tillman-Weiss. 

Owner: Alexander Kupers 

 

 

 


